
SRP Museum 
Tomahawk Visual Effects- Proposal Clarification Follow-Up Questions 

3/7/17 
 
 
1. VR 3D Images: We would like to see examples of the Virtual Reality 
3D content you have produced. 
We encourage you to view our VR specific examples online. 
Follow this Link! http://www.tmhk.tv/srp360 
 
 
2. Time: What will SRP’s time commitment be for the AV production, 
Software integration portion of the exhibit (how much time for each 
piece:  
 

Attract Wall 
4 hrs Creative Direction Meeting  
2 hrs Wireframe flow meeting 
2 hrs Content creation approval step 
2 hrs Turnkey software installation meeting 
4 hrs installation prototype review 
8 hrs final installation 
 
22 hrs total 
 

Timeline monitors (X4) 
4 hrs Creative Direction Meeting  
2 hrs Wireframe flow meeting 
2 hrs Content creation approval step 
6 hrs Turnkey software installation meeting 
16 hrs installation prototype review 
8 hrs final installation 
 
38 hrs total 
 
 

4 Panel conference room display 
4 hrs Creative Direction Meeting  
2 hrs Wireframe flow meeting 
2 hrs Content creation approval step 

http://tmhk.tv/srp360


4 hrs Turnkey software installation meeting 
4 hrs installation prototype review 
8 hrs final installation 
 
24 hrs total 

 
3 VR Films Centering around daily jobs of SRP employees 

4 hrs creative meeting 
1 hrs script meeting 
1 hrs review animatic 
6 hrs days pre pro 
70 hrs production on stage / location 
2 hrs review offline edit in Vr 
1 hrs review final film with sound effects 
2 hrs installation meeting 
1 hrs installation prototype review 
8 hrs final installation 
 
96 hrs total 
 

 
Grand Total: 180 hrs 

 
 

 
3. Skill set: What will SRP’s skill set need to be for the Audio Visual 
production?  

 
Tomahawk will require input, confirmations and approvals from key SRP decision 
makers. Tomahawk would request collaboration with experts in relevant fields. For 
example access to a fish herder would also be appropriate.  
 
Tomahawk would request (not require) SRP Handlers for travel and booking of 
production. 

 
3. Skill set: Software integration portion of the exhibit? 
 

At minimum, knowledge of basic PC operations and internet navigation is needed by this 
SRP staff position. Adobe Photoshop and Acrobat knowledge is a plus. Our suggested 
CMS application ViewSonic’s Userful software has an integrated drag-and drop 
management tool. This makes it extremely easy for SRP workers to use the software to 
configure the wall. It’s lives on standard PC and Intranet platform, reducing the amount 



of specialized knowledge needed for working in the program and maintenance required. 
SRP staff will be trained and supported by TMHK to become fluent in uploading and 
editing with the Userful software.  

 
 
4. Collaboration: SRP is concerned with creativity and collaboration. 

 
Our team originated in 2010 and since then has been creating projects that not only 
meet expectations but exceed the believed realm of possibilities. Our core values 
revolve around collaboration. The process in which design any piece of material from 
CMS to Projection walls and even VR comes with built in collaboration milestones at 
every step. 
 
 

How do you anticipate the collaboration process will work? 
 
Initially we will discuss the goals and dreams of the project, and implement a use of 
exercises that concentrate the base idea and execution of it. Once the creative 
foundation is laid, we will continue to make many schematics as well as previsual and 
preliminary designs to be sent back and forth to not only receive your input but develop 
SRP’s ideas into fruition. Our team will shoulder the workload and bring the highest level 
of decisions to your team to enhance ideas. 
 
Our pipeline has natural collaborative points built in, our process is built with 
collaboration as the backbone. Our company is hardwired to be collaborative. We don’t 
create anything that isn’t propagated by the client, and we will only build on ideas if that’s 
what’s desired. Our team takes pride in knowing what they’re doing without need of 
approval mid step, allowing for a seamless integration of our work and your comments 
concerns and critiques. This seamless integration will be achieved through our project 
manager Nick Kizer, and Shotgun software.  

 
5. Creativity: What is your creative process for the AV production 
content and how will the Producer know that they will be exceeding 
SRP’s expectations?  

 
Our project manager Nick Kizer will be available for in person meetings to make sure 
everything is going smoothly and to address all input. Our office will be open to drop-ins 
and scheduled appointments to see how production is progressing. Our production 
pipeline tool is Shotgun Software. Using this software every aspect of production will be 
uploaded and available for viewing at your convenience. With each one of these 



mediums, it becomes increasingly easier for collaborative work between SRP, 
Mortenson and Tomahawk. 
 

How many treatments do we get to pick from in developing each 
feature – front wall, VR, CMS system.  

 
We believe in a truly collaborative environment, we will be offering 5 
individual treatments per feature. This will allow for a vast arrangement of 
options to provide the best product for SRP. Each treatment is open for 
interpretation and collaboration. 

 
6. CMS development: 
Is there a metric process you use to create the platform for the CMS system? 

 
We plan on using ViewSonic’s Userful CMS software because the versatility of Userful 
exceeds the technical requirement and provides an efficient turnkey solution. 

 
How do you guide the client to prioritize the stories to be shown? 

 
We will focus on creating a product that is comprised of extensive 
research. This will guide our decisions to stay true to SRP’s brand pillars. 

 
What work product does the client provide the vendor to populate 
the CMS are we scanning, writing copy, etc?  

 
 

For soft-launch TMHK will curate everything, however we will collaborate 
with the client along the way to make sure that the product we deliver is 
beyond SRP’s expectations. Our team will be managing and gathering the 
content provided by SRP, including documents, pictures, and videos. But 
Implementation and additional supplementation will be done by 
Tomahawk provided SRP’s approval. 

 
 

What is the format that we have to work to meet to begin a 
successful collaboration (I don’t what to get into VR and find out we 
don’t have enough story line, actors, etc – something we should 
have thought about at the very onset.) 

 
By establishing key creative components from the onset, we provide SRP 
with a full scope of our work. This provides early expectations of what’s to 



come, and propagates collaboratory development early on. We will have 
a project manager who will be available to go to either SRP or Mortenson 
to discuss any information. Our offices, conveniently located nearby will 
also be available for the SRP team to stop by and check in on progress. 
We also utilize Shotgun as a readily available resource to be used for 
progress checks. 

 
 
 
7. Text for the Media Production: Does the client or producer create 
the text? 
 

If all content is supplied by SRP, we will be able to take old and present documents and 
convert them into a usable and editable format appropriate for the CMS. 

 
 
8. Revisions: How do you handle/charge – for changes while in the 
creative design/story development process. 

 
We will create a treatment to fit the current budget. In the case of more work needed, we 
will meet with department heads and figure out a creative solution that does not incur 
costs. Any costs that must occur will have to be approved by all personnel before moving 
forward.  

 
 
9. Your proposal seems very "VR" heavy, with not included in the 
other 3 areas. Could you offer the same level of detail for the other 
areas? 
 

Here is brief outline of the details from the other areas in this Q&A: 
 
Creative Direction 

Roadmap and designs 
Exploration of design styles 
Concept Art 
Motion Graphic Samples 

 
Wireframe Creation 

Delineation of flowchart and wireframe concepts 
 



Storytelling through design 
Research and asset acquisition is the fundamental component of our creative 
Take gathered assets 

 
Content creation 

Implementation of Templates 
 

Turnkey software implementation 
Viewsonic Userful software is a rock solid and fully customizable platform. 

 
Captions 

Send content through CC software and package and implement within system 
 

Installation 
Liaison will identify department heads and key decision makers to ensure a 
seamless implementation of the creative. 
 

Support 
Our team is a twenty minute drive away from the Construction site and SRP. If 
the need arises  

 
Schedules 

Create a schedule encompassing a ballpark of 127 days of work within agreed 
upon milestones. 
 

 
10. Have you interacted with an AV integrator or AV Fabricator to 
install and test your productions in an event/trade show space? 
 

We have installed and implemented CMS and AV content at the at the following 
location/trade show spaces: 

Marvel the experience 
Stan Lee concept trade show in 2009 comic con 
Disturbed concert experience video wall 
Intercontinental hotel Miami exterior LED Conceptual Designs 
Tilted Kilt Digital signage 
Quiznos Singae 
Press Coffee digital Signage 
Airport advertising board signage 
Faith By Hearing Trade Show  

 
 



11. Do you have any experience with museum-type environments and 
if so, can you provide details? 
 

ASU Sun Devils Sports Hall of Fame -  Interactive touchscreen 
The Sports Hall of Fame, located in the first floor lobby of the Ed and Nadine 
Carson Student-Athlete Center, features items chronicling the history of ASU 
athletics dating back to the early 1900's. Visitors will be able to use interactive 
stations to look up information on former student-athletes, as well as view video 
from games and read feature stories about past student-athletes. The Sports Hall 
of Fame will also features window graphics, legends banners of the top-20 
student-athletes in ASU history, and memorabilia from the Olympic Games as 
well as student-athletes who have gone into the professional ranks. 
 

Vision Theater in Temple Square - 280 degree curved screen film concepts 
Joseph Smith’s First Vision beautifully depicted on a 240° circular screen that 
surrounds the audience. This system utilized a custom projection system running 
on a custom CMS. 

 
 
12. Would you provide more detail on the CMS integration and set up, 
and which of the 4 areas outlined would utilize that CMS hardware? 

 
Each display will have a connected media player that is driven by a desktop tower. Using 
the Userful CMS software, we will customize each player with the content and templates 
needed. The power of utilizing a single desktop tower to run all of the content provides a 
smart and efficient way to keep Userful up to date with minimal effort. The program then 
would allow us to create different scenarios and screens for each of the 4 areas of the 
museum. While the projection wall may harness more advanced forms of interactivity 
with multi-display touch screens, the setup will also scale to more simple form factors 
such as single touch screens and regular displays that do not feature touch interactivity. 
This gives us an advantage of being able to create and design scenarios for each area 
of the museum and have it all running in the CMS from one central location.  
 
 
 

13. What is your expectation of sourcing material from SRP internal 
assets and in what format? 

 
We have a full time video editor that has personally worked with SRP and their system 
before. Nicole has the experience to sort through massive quantities of footage efficiently 



to find the most captivating moments. Once we create a selects bin of images and 
videos we will process them into the highest resolution format for use across all 
platforms. 

 
 
14. Actual dates are understandably hard to lock in before an award is 
made but can you list the number of days for each media area to 
include, pre-production, production, post and finally integration and 
testing? 

 
Here are estimates broken up by section and task at hand: 

 
Attract Wall 

Pre-Production 
3 days 

Production 
28 days 

Finally Integration 
5 days 

Testing 
3 days 

 
Total: 39 Days 
 
 

Timeline monitors (X4) 
Pre-Production 

5 days 
Production 

48 days 
Finally Integration 

10 days 
Testing 

3 days 
 
Total: 66 Days 
 

4 panel conference room display 
Pre-Production 

2 days 
Production 

22 days 



Finally Integration 
5 days 

Testing 
3 days 

 
Total: 32 Days 
 

VR X3 (On the job films)  
Pre-Production 

20 days 
Production 

8 days 
Post-Production 

45 days 
Finally Integration 

10 days 
Testing 

3 days 
 
Total: 86 Days 


